OUR RULE OF 5
POSTER COMPETITION
The All Girls class of

Proudly Present:

The Rule of 5

SAFE SENSIBLE

HAVE A GO

KEEP THE SPACE

THE SPACE Respect

Respect
Introducing... The Super Amazing Have A Go!

FLASH THE CAPTAIN IN... ALways keeps the space!
Safe sensible have & go keep the space respect
Rules are for life!

Be SAFE
Be Sensible
Oops! Not Safe!
Oops! Not Safe!
Oops! Not Keeping the Space!
Oops! Not Keeping the Space!
Keep the Space
Have a Go!
RESPECT
Lenny the Lizard Says

Follow the rules. It just makes sense.
sensible
have a go
keep the space
safe
our rule of 5
respect
ASPLEY
FANTASTIC
EFFORT
BY
EVERYONE
HIGHLY COMMENDED

SENIOR 3
AND THE WINNER IS…..

SENIOR 2
Keep the Space Pom Pom dropped his bag in the classroom doorway. Safe Pom Pom tripped on the bag as he walked through the door. Safe Pom Pom said to Keep the Space Pom Pom "You need to keep your bag on the port rack". Keep the Space Pom Pom thanked Safe Pom Pom for reminding him of the school rule.